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This presentation offers an in depth overview of the diagnostic and treatment related questions and concerns presenting in clients who compulsively/addictively act out sexually—either in relationship or by themselves. The focus of the presentation is to encourage non-judgmental clinical insight and direction toward helping clients with sex and/or pornography addictions as well as a focus on the most effective and useful clinical stance needed for providing supportive therapy to betrayed spouses. The material offers an overview of the diagnosis of sexual addiction (interpersonal, porn and Internet related), common behaviors and problems encountered by sex addicts along with direction toward eliminating problem sexual behaviors. A model will be introduced toward encouraging insight and empathy for spouses, wives and partners who experience one of profound betrayal. The relationship between sexual addiction and early trauma survival will be reviewed along with pertinent discussion about managing and pacing recovery in multiple related areas such as behavioral (addictions) and emotional/relationship (intimacy problems). Differential diagnosis will be reviewed along with the differences demonstrated in male vs female sex, porn and relationship addicts. Relevant cultural and class concerns will be addressed. The influence of Internet based sexuality and porn on the problem sexual addiction will be reviewed along with potential solutions toward managing Internet access. The past and current status of Sexual Addiction as a DSM diagnosis will be provided. Participants will be offered a model of sex addiction recovery and healing most commonly utilized in treatment along with useful reading, 12-step and clinical referral information. Time will be offered for discussion, questions and answers.
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